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Abstract

Social work talents have been widely concerned by our society and academia while more and more social problems have arisen under the background of constructing socialist harmonious society. Hence, cultivating and motivating social work talents have become an extremely hot issue. Based on round analysis about the current situation of social work talents’ motivation, we synthetically use multiple human motivation strategies, and bring forward an approach of innovative motivation strategies’ combination which will fit the needs of social work talents.
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INTRODUCTION

“Constructing a grand social work personnel which has rational structure and excellent quality is an urgent need for building a socialist harmonious society.” This constatation fully demonstrates that social work team expansion and professional talents cultivation gradually become an urgent and significant strategic task in the development process of comprehensive building a socialist harmonious society in China.
Based on our understanding about the social work, we can easily generalized that social work have several major characteristics such as practicality, cross-combination nature, and occupational nature. The practicality is the directly correspond between social work and social needs. All social work are expected to be able to reach the goals with direct social benefits of practical problem solving or problem preventing. Such work are not often rigidly adhere to professional content, but form a multidisciplinary cross-combined professional force. Meanwhile, social work have gradually got rid of former voluntary social service work mode which has always been simply understood by people, and have transformed to a work category which has feedback value. Correspondingly, talents who engaged in social work should have work abilities adapting with these characteristics before they can ensure various social work develop orderly and efficiently.

Currently, social work talents mainly distributed in the following community-based jobs: the first are the main business units of civil affairs department and other people’s organizations; The second are the specialized agency offering social service such as social welfare services, rescue and succor, special care and placement agencies and so on; The third are the community sector including streets and neighborhoods these two levels of organization; The fourth are a large number of private non-enterprise nature of units and nonprofit organizations (Gu & He, 2007). As a professional social worker, one should has specialized social work permit and the appropriate professional knowledge and skills, should comply with social work ethics and professional constraints, and take on some responsibilities in relevant professional organizations or associations. However, since our social work system is relatively complex, the social work development start late, and people are relatively lacking of awareness about this type of work, we have met the current difficulties in social work talents personnel construction: How to attract, develop appropriate social work talents, and then how to motivate and retain excellent social work talents.

Based on the current situation, the problems coming from the process of social work talents cultivation and development mainly reflect in the following aspects:

In the first place, superficial awareness. Social work are gradually been recognized by people along with the social transition from a planned economy to market economy in China, but many people still regard social work as activities which are administrative, non-professional, lacking of independence, lacking of complete industry regulations and management mode. In fact, the reality we faced is that social mobility has become a major operation mode of modern society under the constantly breaking down of the regional concept trend. Many social contradictions and defects caused by social mobility urgently need to be effectively solved by social work talents personnel with expertise. Moreover, social work greatly emphasize on practice, which makes most people subjectively think that social work are lacking of theoretical foundation, and they are just a simple repetition of operational activities or other combination of professional skills without unique value. These reasons lead people unwilling or less willing to participate into the society work initiative or been forced. Failing to build a social identity environment and not widely being accepted with work value make social work talents taking a huge working pressure. To some extent, these factors become important reasons for social work talents loss. Therefore, how to enhance the social work public awareness is a big part of social work talents motivation.

In the second place, position awareness confusion. Social work gradually become one of primary responsibilities of the Government with the continuous deepening of the service-oriented government transformation(Dongshan Li, p.10-14) and the whole country has growing surge demand for social work categories and participants. Social workers exists in every corner from the countries social work management agencies to the small social services unit for example neighborhood committees. But people cannot often figure out the specific functions and the obligation of social work. For instance, for people working in the management committee of residents, how to reflect their services value, how to avoid the role of government, which in other words, how to deal with the relationship between them and customer and to what extent they should be responsible for social workers, etc. become the difficult problems faced by them. Position division confusion, on
one hand makes many social problems are difficult been classified and dealt with, and on the other hand it also makes social work talents involving in problems solving lack of motivation and innovation passion.

Thirdly, salary system disorder. Under current social work management system, social workers lack of sound assessment index system which result in the existing payroll cannot play an effective motivation effect on social workers. According to the social work talents management experience of Hong Kong and other areas, the assessment is primarily based on the results of service performance and the salary could be far higher than other ordinary staff. However, inland social work salary system is still in the early stages of development, it has not been formed as a scientific and rational differentiated system which has different levels of salary motivation mode for different levels of social work talents. Thus, it results in job burnout and enthusiasm frustration for many social workers after long time. Obviously, this is one of the most critical steps for current social work talents motivation and retention.

Fourthly, lacking of training mechanisms. Several major characteristics of social work emphasize on the subjects’ diverse cross-combination and professional development needs. From the perspective of basic cultivation of the social work talents, although there are more than 200 schools all around the country currently that have set up relevant specialty for social work and they have ability to cultivate more than ten thousand people annually, the imperfections of teaching quality, management system and other aspects have led to significant differences between the cultivating results and expected results. On the other hand, social training for social work talents follows up very slowly, which often just stays at the stage of vocational skills training but not been able to form a sound professional qualification mode. It is worth to mention that because of social work concept was originally formed in the social operation management of western countries, it has to face the localization adaptation problem when been introduced to China society for operating. Social work concept localization adaptation largely depends on whether the professional training could be able to closely link up with the concept.

Fifthly, career planning lagging. Current social work talents training system mainly focuses on how social work talents are arranged to various social jobs effectively and correspondingly to put the whole system into practice, while lacking of personal career development planning and design for them, which might lead to career growth bottlenecks or even been forced them to temporarily quit after certain number of years work.

2. THE TALENTS’ MOTIVATION THEORY

AND APPLICATION STRATEGY

Social work theory is an operability theory which relate to sociology, psychology, economics and management science, and integrate and apply the theories of these disciplines into practice. Therefore, we must also integrate the essence of these four disciplines and find out the most reasonable strategy combination and matching optimization from a variety of motivation strategies theoretical perspectives for social work talents motivation issues.

People simply summarize motivation theory as: it is a development mode that necessity gives rise to motivation and motivation determines the behavior. On one hand, people have live, work and other needs and on the other hand, they have differences in demand for salary, knowledge, reputation and so on. Thomason pointed out that human resource management and development strategies should be comprehensively applied for the public organizations operation and management motivations that should be treated properly using a market-oriented perspective (Thomason, 1990). In other words, the talents motivations and trainings need making a comprehensive view of their career development, combing with the reality of social background, planning and implementing effectively with the perspective of development. Although the motivations regard as satisfying certain needs of the individual, at the meantime it is also important to promote the talents to achieve organizational goals ultimately through their subjective efforts. Motivation is one kind of mode of human resource management, of which implementation project and strength should be derived from the extent of the target needs, and the organizational goals are the final direction of motivation.

For individual employees, the non-monetary motivation strategy based on the needs of employees emphasizes on according to the motivation processes, which are adopting demand recognition, demand reinforcement and demand maintenance, to reach the goal of throughout motivating employees (Yang Wang, 2005). In fact, this motivation strategy exactly accords with organization personnel selection mode that participants first adapt themselves the environment, then make the two-way choice, and finally reach in-depth development in order to achieve the goal that individual intention is consistent with the real role behavior (Xinghua Ye, 2003). In terms of the specific operation, it should firstly make clear positioning about motivation objects through empathy, dynamic anchoring and so on, and then strengthen motivation from the recognition and promise, career planning, training and development, decentralization and authorization, reputation cultivation and so forth, and finally achieve the sustaining and long-term nature of motivation through constructing the work surrounding environment and overall cultural atmosphere.
According to the interaction matching principle between the individual and the task, the motivation strategy based on the work quality structure is of the opinion that people will be influenced by a variety of factors in their work environment such as fair remuneration, comfortable environment, the task itself, interpersonal relationship, and future development etc. Therefore, it should correspondingly take advantage of joint using various methods and techniques as salary motivation, relationship motivation, work motivation, emotional motivation and so forth before it could really putting the goal of talents motivation in place (Hui, & he, 2005). The work quality structure requires people pay all-round attention to that whether the talents' work environment fully satisfy their own needs. In a sense, the motivation thought based on the work quality structure is exactly a motivation mode that to seek an effective balance between the external and internal demand, and to achieve a goal matches the individual and the environment.

From the perspective of the entire organization system, the high performance work system gives us another innovative idea about overall motivation, which is, in dealing with employees motivation problem, we should more emphasize the complementary matching between each work composition module such as interconnecting the salary motivation, training and development, employee involvement, open selection, flexible work and so on, in order to reach employees' skills continuous improvement and work morale maintaining stability. In high performance system, various functional modules interlink as well as restrict to each other, and talents motivation is reflected in various modules of the system, which makes professional talents are able to experience value realization and external recognition in every corner of the work, thus finally construct the long-term organization motivation mechanism.

3. SOCIAL WORK TALENTS INNOVATIVE MOTIVATION STRATEGY

Synthesizing the above various thought about talents motivation strategies from the different perspectives with combining with social work background characteristics, in other words, on one hand, closely connecting with the government work, and on the other hand, possessing unique self-independence and flexibility, valuing work ethic of "people-oriented" and "help and self-help" and so forth, we boldly jumped out from former simple personal material motivation framework mode, and selected the individual-overall system matching multi-angle motivation method that are more suitable for extensive and long-term nature of social work. Some following very useful social work talents innovative motivation strategy were concluded:

**Constructing excellent social work cultural environment:** Up to the present of social work development in China, it has not really been separated from the original job classification system, but the entire society has significantly showed the demand for social work. Because of its social diagnosis and treat, assistance and developing effect greatly promote the social harmony, stability and healthy development. Therefore, the process of social work professionalization is the inevitable trend of social development. However, the relevant talents who engaged in social work not only need their own efforts, but also urgent require to get the enthusiastic response from the society especially from the government. They should actively advocate the core concept of social work of "people-oriented" and "help and self-help" and construct excellent social work growth environment jointly. Only by constructing a positive social work involving atmosphere and achieving society's full recognition and trust for this occupation before social work could talents motivate themselves constantly and achieve job performance in an encouraging growth environment. In other words, social work culture construction is a moral incentive for all social work talents that admit the value of their contribution to society and recognize their social services status, and it will help social work talents to achieve their life goals. In a sense, these non-material incentives can even more stimulate social work talents' working enthusiasm and innovation inspiration, and then strengthen the sustainable development of whole society. What deserves to be highlighted is that a generally accepted social culture is essential for the development of social work history because of social work has a strong sociality.

**Improving job position function design and work planning:** Explicit career position setting is an important prerequisite for the social work professionalization development, and also is the breakthrough point for stimulating work enthusiasm of social work talents. In accordance with the experience of the western social work history, the definition of social work has transformed from the original one that helping those who need help in our society to a new one that different social work require different expertise, and thus respond to different social needs. Obviously, the continuous clarity of social work division makes the knowledge and ability of social work talents become more professional. Social work talents often confuse their own specialty under the current unclear social work division and function definition, which result in that they might not exert their own expertise and unable to command their own future development, and finally lead to lacking of sufficient confidence to engage in social work due to its uncertainty. Therefore, the explicit social work job position definition is an important part of the talents motivation strategy. Of course, the job positions definition we are talking about does not mean
that every social work talent only engages in a single work category in lifetime, but focus more on a stage of steady state, which is in a certain period of time, social work talents should make clear about their struggling goals, the direction of solving social problems, and the work results which can be expected and so on. The long-term talents cultivation requires social work talents career planning as assistance. Establishing their own efforts benchmark and making clear about future development direction will strengthen and enrich the power of social work talents. Furthermore, along with that social work in China is attracting more and more attention, making social work talents clear about their work value and future work expectations will form better organization and cooperation, as well as create new pattern of social work career history.

Multidimensional human resources functions integration and binding: Selection, assessment, salary and training are important parts of social work talents cultivation and management. In previous social work practice, due to incomplete system and lacking of experience, it often adopts the mode that each module operate independently such as selection did not link to assessment indicators, salary did not reflect job performance, training did not respond to the urgent need and so on, which lead to social work talents lack of motivating experience during the overall human resources management.

Therefore, we need dynamic integrating the functions above. Firstly, selection should link to assessment, that is to improve the social work talent evaluation system, and make it unanimous with the relevant talent selection requirement, and make talents who want to engage in social work really understand their own work through the selection in order to guarantee smooth development of future work. Secondly, salary should direct link to assessment and training that is to change the current simple hierarchical salary mode, and integrate monetary and non-monetary motivating mode. On one hand, binding the work performance assessment results with salary, which should make social work talents’ salary reflects their actual creation value and contribution to society. On the other hand, combining training motivation with salary and benefits module. Talents’ technical skills and thinking management training are urgent need for social work practitioners’ self-improvement, especially some professional skills training series as well as domestic and international social work exchange visiting and so on. They can not only enhance the comprehensive quality of social work talents, but also can fully approbate social work talents’ work and improve their future job enthusiasm.

The global social work has a certain degree of universality, so that mutual exchanges and visiting should be able to promote the integration and improvement of the global social system, and finally reach optimization of the entire social network. In addition, integration various human resources functions with career planning of social work talents is an innovative way of talents motivation, which in other words, together with the deepening of practitioners’ professional experience, we should take on the management and cultivation mode that matches talents’ career experience, emphasize from the skills and ideas to refinement of clear visions and objectives, and achieve dynamic growth.

CONCLUSION
Social work is a multi-disciplinary and comprehensive occupational category, thus a comprehensive motivation way should be taken for social work talents. We should not only select salary motivation and other the material means, but also should pay further attention to other management practices matched with the salary motivation such as assessment, training and other talent motivation strategies in order to realize collaborative motivating. In terms of China’s social work talents cultivation and motivation, we should first admit that the basic development status of social work, determine the future development trend, and then cultivate the universal social awareness and public support for culture starting from the social work environment construction. Breaking through the ordinary motivation forms and strength limitations; Combining with social work interdisciplinary and practical application characteristics; Selecting infinitive motivating ways; Introducing motivation mode which combined the material motivating and skills upgrading and the knowledge accumulation; Realizing synchronous improvement of personal value and overall ability in order to satisfy social work talents’ demand for self-realization and value enhancement.

All in all, social work talents cultivation and motivation are an important part of the social work profession systems, and are also the basic means to promote the specialization development and process. We should comply with and refine the personal multidimensional motivation, assist with environmental impact motivation, and finally realize the overall improvement of social work talents personnel quality and the sustainable development of the social work.
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